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Sound Healing and Popular Music Fuse in Lisa Bell’s NEW CD 
Dancing on the Moon 

 
BOULDER, CO (June, 2010) – Indy artist Lisa Bell is proud to announce the release of her third 
CD, Dancing on the Moon.  Coming in on a whole new frequency, Dancing on the Moon is 
produced using A424 RA Music tuning rather than the standard A440 which is believed to bring 
healing benefits to the brain and body. 
 
“My ultimate goal is to incorporate healing benefits into my music, while still providing an 
entertaining mix of popular music,” says Bell.  “This tuning is more in sync with the natural 
world.  Many animal sounds including a whale’s song, the bird’s chirp and the wolf’s howl are all 
centered on the natural frequency of A424 and I believe that using this and other types of 
alternate tuning is a trend we will be seeing in the years to come.” 
 
Embracing the genre-transcending spirit of today’s great independent artists, Bell cooks up a 
bubbling stew of roots, blues, jazz, pop, and country, with spicy vocals simmered to perfection. 
Listeners will hear hints of the eloquent charm of Norah Jones, the richly textured, intimate jazzy 
soul of Adele and Lizz Wright mixed with a sassy Keb’ Mo’ vibe. Critics say “Bell has one of the 
most polished, effective voices I've heard in a long time… Bell's flawless voice evokes emotion 
in every phrase.” (Performing Songwriter). 
 
More on A424 Tuning 
The "A" note in RA Music has a frequency centered on A=424 cycles per second, which turns 
out to be more in tune with the natural world. The choice to tune all instruments in the “man 
made” A440 (A=440 cycles per second) frequency was done around 1925 so that all 
instruments could play together and have a common tuning. But Bell points out that classical 
composers like Handel, Bach and Mozart composed and performed in A424 and the original 
tuning fork held a frequency of A424.5.  
 
Ancient Mayan temples and Egyptian pyramids incorporated the 424 resonance in the 
architecture to produce vibrations which were then believed to be used in ceremony to promote 
healing.  Today, we know that the 424 frequency correlates with the brainwaves of the ideal 
alpha state of the brain for relaxation and meditation.  A lower frequency by less than a ½ step, 
than we are used to hearing, the sound is deeper and more relaxed.   
 
 “Songs in RA are compatible with your natural vibration, and can be felt throughout the entire 
body - not just in your ears,” says Bell. “I find that performing in 424 results in a more spiritually- 
connected, inspired and creative performance. We look forward to sharing this experience with 
the audiences.” 
 
Bell’s CD is available online at iTunes.com and Amazon.com. For more information visit 
www.lisabellmusic.com. 


